What is The Red Vine?
The Red Vine is a magazine that puts
forward a pro-worker perspective of today’s
news and of history, including the stories the
corporate media won’t touch. As the oﬃcial
publication of the Red Party, it places a special
emphasis on the need to develop a new
independent working class politics – in other
words, a united revolutionary party-movement. It
is open to all partisans of the working class.
Download a free digital copy or get one from
your local Red Party branch. Readers can also
order an annual subscription to receive 12 issues
via USPS.
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inbox, read the articles online or purchase a
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The Red Vine is the oﬃcial organ of the
RP. Signed articles do not necessarily
reflect the views of the RP; editorials
reflect the views of the RP Central
Committee.
We encourage readers to contribute
letters and articles to the paper.
Submissions and Contact:
party@red-party.com

What We Stand For
The Red Party is a U.S. political organization that
fights for working class unity in a single socialist partymovement. A united organization, based on a Marxist
program, would turn politics as we know it upside
down, injecting the labor and social movements with a
renewed sense of confidence and strength.
A united workers’ party-movement would combine
political action with economic and social action,
including running socialist candidates for oﬃce,
protests, strikes, co-operatives and mutual aid
societies.
Our organization has the word party in its name, but
we recognize that in the world-historic sense there
is no revolutionary party in the U.S. today. Instead
we have a fractured array of competing sects
organized on a bureaucratic basis. Their work is
hampered by hyper-activism with little to no longterm strategy, lack of internal democracy and lack
of deep roots in the working class. The Red Party
organizes day-to-day resistance against injustices
spawned by capitalism within the context of
strengthening working class organization and
building support for socialism.
Marxists operate through democratic centralism.
Through ongoing debate we seek to achieve unity in
action and a common world outlook. As long as
they support agreed actions, members have the
right to speak openly and form factions to advance
their views.
Marxists oppose all imperialist wars and
interventions, from Iraq to Syria, but recognize that
ending war permanently means ending capitalism.
Marxists are internationalists. We strive for the
closest unity of the working class and oppressed
peoples everywhere. We oppose nationalism in all
its forms. We advocate a new revolutionary workers’
International. Without an International (a world
party), the struggle against Capital is weakened.
Capital organizes across borders; so too must we.

Marxists support industrial unions (organizing
workers by industry) rather than the more narrow
trade union structure. We support the highest
possible level of pan-American union coordination
for workers’ rights. Bureaucratic leadership and
class collaboration, particularly support for the
Democratic Party, in the unions must be replaced
w i t h d e m o c r a t i c re v i t a l i z a t i o n a n d c l a s s
independence.
Marxists are champions of the oppressed. Women’s
oppression, racism, national oppression and LGBT/
QI
oppression are just as much working class
questions as are higher pay, union rights and
struggles for quality health, housing and education.
Marxists demand self-determination for American
Indian nations, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and all other
territories.
World capitalism, based on exploitation and a
reckless quest for profit, is increasingly putting the
future of humanity at risk through war and climate
change. World capitalism must give way to world
socialism - a society based on freedom, solidarity
and a radical extension of democracy.
Marxists oppose Stalinism, a system of
bureaucratic dictatorship that rules in the name of
socialism the same way the capitalist class claims
to rule in the name of liberty.
Socialism itself is the first stage of the global
transition to communism - a society where war,
exploitation, money, classes and states exist only
as museum pieces. Communism is the negation of
class society and provides the maximum individual
and collective freedom.
If you agree with these principles, join the Red
Party!
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